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NEW WEBSITE  
Tingira Up With The Clouds

www.t ingira.org

After ten years online, the former Tingira website based on a shared platform is no more! 
The time has come to modernise the website image, procedures and capabilities.

Utilising a new version of the ‘Wordpress’ internet system allows Tingira webmaster, Matt 
Copeland, into the cloud base system. Document, image and data storage are now 
available at the speed of a computer keystroke from his Zetland corporate headquarters.

A two month education program behind the computer monitor, Matt Copeland, with 
Tingira Secretary, Mark Lee, set about  converting the previous website into a shell of the 
new format they both designed and thus allowing them to populate with content to reach 
the final product. 

Matt has trained the Secretary to become very multi skilled in recent times, with many 
take home tasks and on site monitoring during the testing stages. “It’s an exciting 
process, twice as much data in half the amount of time, coupled with a nice ‘clean image’ 
that presents better in conjunction with our updated newsletter image ” said Mark Lee at 
the launch last week in Canberra.

Warrant Officer of the Navy, WO Deb Butterworth, was on hand recently at the Canberra 
Southern Cross Club to launch the new website for the Tingira Australia Association.
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2.

“Never launched a website” said WO(N) Deb Butterworth, can’t be that hard she explained to a 
small gathering of Tingira members and partners.

“Open the laptop lid, the new world of Tingira internet will be at your fingertips” was the instruction 
from the Secretary.

The new website is now compatible with all multi digital platform formats and the full range of media 
devices.

The Tingira online store carries the membership and merchandise business of the association 
behind secure fire walls. The site brings all new data to the forefront and keeps sales in line with 
GST, postage and back up referencing with direct bank links to the online Xero accounting system.

Tingira President Lance Ker said “This is a project we have worked on for 18 months. Compiling all 
the accounting eggs in one basket with the website is a tremendous asset to the association. A 
great investment in time saving with accuracy to the cent, as we are about to enter a very 
demanding accounting session in early 2021 after the 2020 JR Reunion cancellation and refund 
wash-up”.
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Warrant Officer of the Navy, WO Deb Butterworth, with Tingira 
Secretary, Mark Lee, as she ‘lifts the lid’ on the new Tingira 
Australia Association website at the launch in Canberra last 
week.
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